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Introduction 

It has become an annual tradition in independent Uzbekistan to announce on 

December 8, the Day of the Constitution, the goals and aspirations for the coming year. 

In December 2014, Uzbekistan declared 2015 as the “Year of Respect for the Elders” 

(Keksalarni e’zozlash yili).1  This action should be viewed as an additional opportunity for 

expressing respect and gratitude to the elders.  Uzbeks are extremely fond of their 

elders.  No negative attribute can be used to describe an elderly person.  English 

                                                 
†  This article is based on a forthcoming study on “Central Asian Turkic Elders: 

Past and Present.” Inspired by Uzbekistan’s unique act to declare 2015 as “The Year of 
Respect for the Elders,” the author decided to respond with a separate study on the 
role of the elders among Uzbeks and to look comparatively at the elders’ place in 
western societies.  It is hoped that the world will finally recognize the strength and 
uniqueness of the Uzbek culture, based on the respect for the elders.  
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expressions such as “silly old woman” are unheard of. In Uzbek folktales old women 

are not depicted as witches, living somewhere alone.2  A common attribute used in 

conjunction with elders is nuroniy keksalarimiz (our elders [with faces] shining with 

light).3 Regardless of the political environment, Uzbeks always maintained their respect 

for the elders.  In the early 1980’s, discussions took place among Uzbeks about “what 

communism means to us.”  The answer, as published in local Uzbek newspapers, was 

“Communism means to us the respect for the elders.”4  Moscow seemed to be satisfied, 

because at that time the average age of the members of the Politburo was about 

seventy.5 

Fortunately the regard for the elders, which also includes the respect for the 

spirits of the deceased forefathers,6 has remained strong in Uzbekistan, despite the fact 

that western, particularly American customs and attitudes, did influence some younger 

Uzbeks.7  Listening to Americans either in America or in Uzbekistan, they learned that 

respect for the elders is not a virtue recognized everywhere.  However, young Uzbeks 

did not abandon their elder respect. Above all the western custom of placing elders in 

“Old People’s Homes” (German: Altersheime) has not been accepted.  There are no such 

homes for elderly Uzbeks, but there seem to exist some facilities in Tashkent for elderly 

non-Uzbeks.8  Uzbek elders are taken care of by their children, particularly by the 

youngest son, who according to an ancient Turkic nomadic tradition, also known 

among Mongols, has the obligation to be the caretaker of his parents whose home and 

place he inherits.9  

Elders in Uzbek Society 

There are few societies that honor and respect their elders to the high degree as is 

the tradition among the Central Asian Turkic peoples. Western scholars have taken note 

of the elders’ status among Koreans and Chinese and compared it with the elders’ role 
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in western societies, especially in the United States. Regrettably, none of the few studies 

on the treatment of elders in non-western societies mentions the elders’ uniquely 

distinctive role among the Central Asian Turks.10  For our current discussion, we 

singled out the Uzbek Turks in Uzbekistan who, as mentioned above, made the 

extraordinary and most admirable decision to declare 2015 as the “Year of the Respect 

for the Elders.” Uzbek newspapers announced the declaration with the words of Islom 

Karimov, President of Uzbekistan:  “… mo’tabar bobolarimiz va momolarimizni, ota-

onalarimizni rozi qilish, ularning duosini olish—dunyodagi eng ulug’, eng savobli ish desam, 

o’ylamanki, barchangizning fikringizni ifoda etgan bo’laman.”11 (… stating that  pleasing our 

respected grandparents and parents and  receiving their blessings is the most important 

and  rewarding task on earth,  I think,  I did express the thoughts of all of you).12  

Uzbek children not only grow up with the respect for their own parents and 

grandparents but for all elders. As soon as they learn to speak, they are instructed to 

talk to and about elders in a respectful way, by adding the honorific plural suffix +lar to 

every noun or verb referring to the elder.13  This usage, uncommon in other Turkic 

languages, has earned Uzbek the recognition as a “polite language” among native 

Turkic speakers.  

Uzbeks also express their high regard for elders with numerous proverbial 

sayings, e.g., boshlarida qor —ko’ngillarida bahor  (On their heads is snow (meaning their 

hair is grey) – [but] in their hearts is spring), qari bilganini pari bilmas (What elders know, 

fairies do not know). Traditionally, proverbs should only be pronounced by elders. 

Uzbeks, like other Central Asian Turkic speakers, refer to their proverbs as otalar so’zi,  

(word(s) of the father(s)).  If a younger person quotes a proverb, he/she is obliged to 

add, after the proverb, “deb aytadilar (as they [=the elders] say).”  Elders are also the only 

ones who can express blessings. Generally they add them when thanking a younger 
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person for his/her service as e.g.:  Rahmat senga, bolajonim, qollaring dard ko’rmasin! 

(Thank you, my dear child, may your hands not experience pain).14  Uzbek elders, like 

Kazakh elders, are also appreciated for the terms of endearments they use when 

addressing children.15  As this author has observed, children would run up to elders to 

talk to them, to serve them and to hear their warmly rendered phrases of gratitude and 

blessings, accompanied by a patting of their heads. In short, there is no separation of the 

generations among Central Asian Turks.  

Elders in Western Society and Literature 

The following discussion is based primarily on Germany where the portrayal of 

elders in society and literature is significantly different from their depiction in Central 

Asian Turkic oral and written literature. As mentioned, Uzbek folktales do not depict 

old women as witches, as we find them in German folktales collected and published by 

the Brothers Grimm.16  It is astonishing that generations of German educators, parents 

included, either did not object at all or expressed rather late their objections against the 

negative role of elderly women in German folktales.  Having grown up in Germany, the 

author recalls the frightening impressions not just the stories about female witches but 

also their drawings had made on her as a child.  Generally German children, 

particularly in the former parts of Germany west of the river Weichsel, would keep a 

distance from unknown elders, especially women.  However, this did not prevent their 

physical mistreatment. There are even recent cases known where groups of boys 

targeted women living alone.17  The attitude towards elders in East Prussia 

(Ostpreußen), east of the river Weichsel, where this author grew up, had been different. 

Here children used to address elders with kinship terms: “Onkel, Tante” (uncle, aunt).18  

However, when these children came as refugees to West Germany towards the end of 

World War II, they were immediately told by their West German teachers to stop such 
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forms of address, because the elders could take advantage of them!19  This was shocking 

news to the refugee children.   Teachers even asked police officers to come to the school 

classes attended by refugee children to instruct them to stay away from unknown 

grown-ups as has been and still is the custom not only in West Germany, but 

throughout the western world. Such attitudes have doubtlessly contributed to the 

separation between generations in western societies.  

In August 2009 the German weekly newspaper Die Zeit published articles and 

readers’ responses about the status and role of the elderly in Germany. The conclusion 

was that elders in Germany constitute a “separate race” with no connection to the 

younger generation.20  This is also confirmed by the depiction of elders in German short 

stories: here the elder, if mentioned at all, mostly leads a lonely life.  He/she is cut off 

from the younger generation, even from his/her own children! For example, in Siegfried 

Lenz’ (1926–2014) story, “Ein Haus aus lauter Liebe” (A house full of love), the father of 

a wealthy industrialist is shut off in his room whenever guests appear. The son is 

ashamed of his old father.21  In Luise Rinser’s (1911–2002) story, “Ein alter Mann stirbt” 

(An old Man dies), the funeral of an old man is described. Many of his friends attended 

and wept.  They did not weep so much about the death of the old man but about their 

own fate which resembled that of the deceased: “sie alle fühlten sich betrogen vom 

Leben, und als sie den alten Mann begruben, dessen Schicksal sie kannten, da waren sie 

alle selbst dieser alte Mann, dem das Leben so viel schuldig geblieben war ….” (All of 

them felt disappointed with their lives and when they buried the old man whose fate 

they knew well, they themselves turned into the old man whose life had so much 

neglected him …).22  In Karl Heinrich Waggerl’s (1897–1973) story, “Ein Mensch namens 

Adam,” (A human being named Adam) elders are called “Finsterlinge” (ignorants).23  

Similar terms are used in contemporary American literature.  For example, in J. D. 
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Salinger’s (1919–2010) novel, The Catcher in the Rye (1951), we find the following 

expressions “little, old funny looking parents” and “a grandmother who does not have 

all her marbles anymore.”24  Elders in America commonly formulate their role in society 

with words like the following: “We became a throwaway population.”25  More 

quotations could be cited, but it is hoped that these examples will suffice to ascertain 

that in western literature and society elders are most often depicted as a separate, 

neglected class.  

Uzbek Elders (continued) 

In contrast to western societies, elders occupy an important place among Uzbeks. 

They fully deserve the respect extended to them.  To get old, means to get wise.26  Elders 

are the teachers to be listened to. This demands that they have constantly to prove and 

improve themselves.  The Uzbek poet/writer Shukrullo (1921–) published his first major 

work entitled Chollar (Elders) in 1948.  As he explains, “I was completely absorbed by 

the elders’ language, their wise words, their character and psychology.”27  Many elders 

can be found in the stories of the Uzbek poet/writer Shuhrat (1918–1995).  In one of his 

stories, titled “Qodir Ota” (Father Qodir), he describes the main qualities expected of an 

elder:  generosity, wisdom and kindness.  The story also emphasizes the way Uzbek 

elders are expected to speak: calmly and distinctively.28  

As is the custom among Uzbeks and all other Central Asian Turkic speakers, 

elders like anyone else are addressed with kinship terms according to their age and 

gender. The Uzbek terms of address for a male elder are ota “father” or aka “older 

brother.”  Female elders are addressed with opa (older sister; mother), or depending on 

their age with buvi or momo (grandmother).29  The elders respond with o’g’lim (my son) 

or qizim (my daughter).  As a rule, kinship terms are only used to address native Turkic 

speakers.  If a foreigner is able to communicate well in a Turkic language, he/she might 
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also be addressed with a kinship term and thus being received into the “large Turkic 

family.” 

Uzbek Elders’ Obligations 

One of the major obligations of the Central Asian Turkic elders is to convey their 

experiences and wisdom to the young.30  Significantly, after independence in 1991, 

Uzbek elders responded to the request of the younger generation to tell them about 

their lives during the harsh times of the Soviet regime. Many elders wrote down their 

memoirs, even though recalling the hardships they had gone through was painful for 

them.31  Among those who left us their memoirs are the poets/writers Said Ahmad 

(1920–2007) and Shukrullo.32   Also noteworthy are the memoirs of the well-known 

historian Hamid Ziyoev (1920–2003), written in 2000 when he was 80 years old.33  Five 

years before, in June 1995 he had sent a long letter to President Bill Clinton in which he 

stated: 

This year I am 75 years old. However, of these years I spent 69 years 
under the Soviet slave system. My life past for nothing in a country 
surrounded by an iron curtain. Because a life deprived of independence, 
of political and human rights,  private property and access to religion is 
worth nothing. It is true, in the Soviet period many scholars, engineers, 
agronomists, physicians and other people with secondary and higher 
education had been educated. But the tragedy consists of the following: 
these people were only literate and educated slaves! Finally, on August 31, 
1991 as one of the first republics Uzbekistan declared its independence 
and tore apart colonialism and the chains of tyranny. Exactly on this day I 
was born anew as a free human being. It is now a little less than five years 
since this historical event, since the day I reached out to freedom.34 

In his memoirs, Hayot yo’lim (The road of my life), Hamid Ziyoev describes in 

more detail what life was like for him and other Uzbeks under Soviet/Russian rule.  In 

doing so, he succeeded as one of the first Uzbek writers to depict the harsh but true 
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facts about Russian/Soviet colonialism.  For example, he portrays the years of the tragic 

famine in Uzbekistan (1933–1935), induced by Stalin:  1933 yilgi ocharchilik menda juda 

ham dahshatli taassurot qoldirgan (The starvation in 1933 left me with the most terrible 

impression), and he goes on to write about the countless corpses of people who had 

died from hunger lying in the streets of Tashkent.  Among them were also Kazakhs who 

had tried to escape the even more severe starvation in their own region by moving 

south.  As we learn from Hamid Ziyoev, Uzbeks tried to help them and saved many 

Kazakhs, especially children whom they took into their families.35  He also mentions 

that the gardens with fruit trees and vegetables which many Uzbeks owned, including 

his own family, and which could have helped many to survive the starvation, were 

confiscated in 1934 by the Soviet government!  There were even taxes placed on fruit 

trees!36   

In writing their memoirs, Uzbek poets/writers and intellectuals follow a tradition 

practiced among Central Asian Turkic oral poets/singers who composed their life-songs 

after the age of sixty.37  This tradition was continued in written form, but was less 

honored during the Soviet period.  However, soon after independence (1991) Uzbek 

elders, like Hamid Ziyoev, returned to writing their memoirs and having them 

published in fulfillment of their obligations to the younger generation.  If someone was 

not able to leave behind his “life song”, his/her memoirs would be written by their 

children.  For example, in 1998 Holida Ahrorova, daughter of the writer and diplomat 

Muhammad Said Ahroriy (1895–1931), published her memories about her father in the 

series Istiqlol Fidoyilari (Those who sacrificed their lives for Independence).38  The son of 

the well-known writer Abdulla Qodiriy (1894–1938), Habibulla Qodiriy (1918–?), 

published the first editions of his memories about his father in 1974 and 1983, but only 

in 2005, in the third edition, he openly states that his father had been shot by the Soviets 

in 1938 as an “enemy of the people.”39 
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Finally, independence in 1991 brought to the elders the joy and satisfaction of 

freely fulfilling their obligations to the younger generation, which most importantly 

include the transmission of their memoirs.  As a matter of fact, Uzbek literature since 

1991 is largely comprised of the elders’ memoirs.  They are not only extremely rich in 

information, but they are also testaments to a time that should never return!  The elders’ 

memoirs helped all Uzbeks to separate themselves as quickly as possible from the 

Soviet past with its policies of russification, changes in behavioral customs, e.g., lack of 

compassion, informing on others, etc., and to redeem their own Uzbek identity. The 

services the elders provided in this process are impressive.  My own response of 

gratitude will be to continue to write about individual Uzbek elders and to translate 

selections of their memoirs into English.  As an elder myself, I would like to close with a 

prayer: “May God help the Uzbek elders to continue to teach the young generosity and 

kindness to man and nature and to guide them to grow up as wise and responsible 

elders!” 

 

 
                                                 

1.  The previous year 2014 had been declared the “Year of the Healthy 
Generation (Sog’lom Avlod Yili)”.  The year 2004 was proclaimed as the “Year of Love 
and Compassion (Mehr va Muruvvat Yili)” and 2005 as the “Year of Health (Sihat-
Salomatlik Yili)”.  Together with the announcement of the following year’s theme, 
Uzbekistan’s president also outlines the steps to be taken in order to achieve the goal set 
for the coming year.  See, e.g., Xalq So’zi, December 8, 2005, 1–2.  

2.   The difference between Uzbek and western folktales, as e.g. German folktales, 
is substantial. Uzbeks can truly headline the genre of their folktales with the phrase, 
“ertaklar[imiz]  yaxshilikka yetaklar (Our folktales lead to kindness)”,  see Q. Abdullayeva, 
M. Yusupov, et als. O’qish kitabi: 2-sinf uchun darslik [Reader for the 2. Grade] (Tashkent:  
O’qituvchi, 2003), 139.  According to Uzbek standards, Grimm’s folktales could be 
labeled as “Introductions to Cruelty.”  Here we meet old women depicted as witches 
not only in the well-known folktale “Hänsel and Gretel” but also in many other stories, 
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such as “The Old Woman in the Wood” and “The Iron Stove”.  See Grimm’s Fairy Tales,  
Complete Edition (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1948, reprint 1959), 92–100, 564–
566, 577–583.  It should be noted that the witches’ purpose is to entice children to come 
to their places in order “to kill them, cook them and eat them.” (op. cit., p. 97).  We do 
meet in Uzbek folktales old women who have some skills in witchcraft, called Yalmog’iz.  
However, they do not live alone nor do they kill and eat children. They might have at 
their service forty giants, as we learn from the folktale Zar kokilli yigit (The young man 
with golden braids): O’zbek xalq ijodi: Oltin beshik: Ertaklar [Uzbek folk literature: The 
golden cradle: folktales] (Tashkent:  G’afur G’ulom nashriyoti, 1985), 114–119.  It needs 
to be emphasized that elders, male or female, generally play a positive role in Uzbek 
folktales as in everyday life, see Ilse Laude–Cirtautas, Märchen der Usbeken [Uzbek 
folktales] (Köln:  Diederichs, 1984), 235–236.  An exception seems to be the figure of the 
stepmother in her relationship to her stepdaughter(s). See for example the folktale 
“Podachining qizi [The shepherd’s daughter],” in Zumrad va Qimmat: Uzbek Folk Tales, 
ed. by Komil Imomov (Tashkent: G’afur G’ulom nomidagi Adabiyot va san’at 
nashriyoti, 1988), 129–134. 

3.   This is exactly the impression this author gained during her first visit to 
Uzbekistan in May 1972.  Immediately the idea came to her mind to have as many 
photos of Uzbek elders taken as possible and have an exhibition organized in Seattle on 
“Faces of Uzbek Elders - Reflection of Uzbek Culture.”  The term nuroniy(lar), ”those 
shining with light,” is now often used as a synonym for keksa(lar), ”elder(s)”.  For 
example, an Uzbek organization dedicated to the elders has the name Nuroniy, see Xalq 
So’zi [People’s voice], June 9, 1998, 1.  Cf. also O’zbekiston Adabiyoti va San’ati 
[Uzbekistan’s literature and art], September 4, 2009, 1. 

4.   Based on notes recorded by the author while in Tashkent during the late 
1970’s and early 1980’s. 

5.  About the average age of members of the Politburo in the early 1980’s see, e.g., 
the article “Wer bestimmt den Kreml-Kurs? [Who determines the course of the 
Kreml?],” Der Spiegel, February 11, 1980, 120–129.  Brezhnev’s (1964-1982) successors as 
First Party Secretary Yuri Andropov (1914–1984) and Konstantin Chernenko (1911–1985) 
were 68 and resp. 73 years old when they obtained their high positions in 1982 and 
1984.  

6.  On the respect for the spirits of deceased elders, see I. Laude-Cirtautas, 
”Central Asian Turkic Elders: Past and Present,” Journal of Central and Inner Asian 
Dialogue 2 (Winter 2015): 1-24.  This article has already been published in Uzbek in 
Tashkent with a significant change of its title:  “Ajdodlar ruhini shod etib [Honoring the 
spirits of the ancestors],” Kitob Dunyosi, March 27, 2013, 1, 2. 

7.  Western, notably American influences were strongest in the early years of 
Uzbekistan’s independence (1991). However, in recent years the trend has been to look 
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critically at imitations of the West, including fashion styles and clothes, see e.g., 
Hushnida Beknazarova, “Qadrning qimmati [The value of [self] esteem],” Hurriyat, Dec. 
17, 2014, 6.  

8. As this author was told, public or commercial homes for Uzbek elders are not 
needed in Uzbekistan. But Uzbekistan’s government had to provide accommodations 
for Russian male elders soon after independence in 1991, when young Russians left for 
work in Russia, leaving their elderly fathers and/or mothers behind.  They were 
confident that their mothers would be well taking care of by their Uzbek female 
neighbors who, however, could not extend the same kindness to their Russian male 
neighbors. This author met several Russian women living and working in Germany 
who told her that their mothers preferred to continue to live in Uzbekistan, being 
certain that Uzbek neighbor women will always look after them. This assurance was 
more important to them than the financial support of the German Social Services 
(Sozialhilfe) they would receive if they choose to live with family members in Germany.   

9.   About the role of the youngest son in Mongolian society, cf. the position of 
Tolui, the youngest son of Chinghiz Khan (1162–1227) who inherited his father’s home 
territory. It should be added here that respect for the elders is also a characteristic of 
Mongolian culture, see Caroline Humphrey and Urgunge Onon, Shamans and Elders: 
Experience, Knowledge, and Power among the Daur Mongols (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 
1996), 23, 25, 35. 

10.  One of the first studies on Central Asian Turkic elders about to be published 
is this article.  An earlier article was written by M. Nazif Shahrani, a native Kirghiz from 
Afghanistan: “Growing in Respect: Aging among the Kirghiz of Afghanistan”, in Other 
Ways of Growing Old: Anthropological Perspectives by Pamela T. Amoss & Stevan Harrell 
(Stanford, CA.: Stanford University Press, 1981), 177–191. 

11.   Hurriyat (newspaper, published in Tashkent), December 17, 2014, 1. 
12.   Following this announcement, Uzbekistan’s Ministry of Labor and Social 

Welfare has been working together with several community groups and foundations to 
develop the year’s program benefiting elders. See Uz.Daily.com/articles-id-30860.htm. 
The program’s goals for the year 2015 can be summarized as follows:  to improve and 
perfect the already existing social and medical services for the elders. See: http: 
www.press-service.uz/uz/news/5088/. 

13.   See the following example: “Oyimlar o’zlari yurgizib tursalar ham, 
qaramaydilar (Even though my respected mother herself, winds them [=the watches) 
regularly, she does not look at them).”  O’lmas Umarbekov, Tanlangan asarlar, vol. 1 
(Tashkent:  Sharq, 2002), 108. 

14.  Other expressions of the elders’ blessings are: Yo’lingiz oq bo’lsin! (lit.: may 
your road be white, meaning:  have a safe journey!), Xudo xayr bersin!  (May God bestow 
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kindness!), dasturxoningiz mo’l bo’lsin! (May your tablecloth (=the food you prepare for 
guests) always be plentiful).  Similar blessings are also pronounced by Kazakh and 
Kyrgyz elders.  See I. Laude-Cirtautas, “Blessings and Curses in Kazakh and Kyrgyz,” 
Central Asiatic Journal 18 no. 3 (1974): 149–158.   

15.  On the use of endearment terms by Turkic elders, see I. Laude-Cirtautas, 
“Terms of Endearment in the Speech of Kazakh Elders,” Central Asiatic Journal 23 no. 1 
(1979): 84–95.  Notable is also the way in which the young respond, see the author’s 
article “Wie die Kasaken und Kirgisen ihre Alten anreden” (How the Kazakh and 
Kyrgyz address their elders), Central Asiatic Journal 25 no(s). 3–4 (1981): 246–259. 

16.   The role and depiction of elderly women as ugly witches in Brother Grimms’ 
folktales have raised many questions among Central Asian Turks about the assumed 
superiority of western culture. Uzbeks rightly introduce their folktales with the words 
Ertaklar yaxshilikka yetaklar (Folktales lead to Kindness), see note 2). Sadly, concerns 
about the negative impact of elderly women depicted as witches started to be raised 
rather late in the 1950’s in Germany.  Certainly, a connection between the criminal 
behavior towards an elderly woman (see note 17) and the folktales collected by the 
Grimm Brothers can and should be made. See also W. Kudszus, Terrors of Childhood in 
Grimms’ Fairy Tales (New York: Peter Lang, 2005) and Jack Zipes, The Struggle for the 
Grimms’ Throne: The Legacy of the Grimm’s Tales in the FRG and the GDR Since 1945 (New 
York: Peter Lang, 2005). 

17.  In 2007, July 30 an article appeared in the Hamburger Abendblatt (Hamburg’s 
Evening Paper, p. 28) with the headline “Kinderbande tyrannisierte 80-Jährige” (A band 
of children tyrannized an eighty year old  woman). Living alone in a ground-floor 
apartment in Mönchengladbach (North Rhine Westphalia), the woman endured for 
weeks the criminal acts of a group of eight boys, the oldest of them thirteen years old.  
They repeatedly hit the woman, stole her money and other valuables. The woman was 
afraid to call the police, because she feared she would be moved into a home for the 
elderly.   

18.  As observed by the author, her relatives and acquaintances.  
19.  As told to the author by refugee children in Hamburg, Germany, 

September/October   1945.  
20.  See Die Zeit  (published in Hamburg), August 20, 2009, 38. 
21.  Erna Kritsch, Alice Schlimbach, eds., Moderne Erzählungen (New York: 

Meredith Publishing Company, 1964), 56.  
22.  Willi Fehse, ed., Deutsche Erzähler der Gegenwart. Eine Anthologie. (Stuttgart: 

Philipp Reclam, 1966), 242–250 (248).  
23.  Karl Heinrich Waggerl, “Ein Mensch namens Adam” in Moderne Erzählungen, 

eds. Erna Kritsch and Alice Schlimbach (see above note 21), 168.  
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